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case with nickel. New Caledonian chrome ore rarely
contains less than 45 % chrome—and apart from washing and
grading, no processing is needed. It is sold just as it comes
out of the ground, and this allows even the smallest miners
to sell their ore on equal terms with the larger .companies,
without having to depend on the good graces of the processor
•—as the nickel miners do.
The limit of our northward tour was reached when we
arrived at Nehoue, headquarters of the American controlled
Fantoche mine. The English manager gave us a hearty
welcome—and achieved a miracle in producing ice-cold
American beer in tin canisters—the first cold drink we had
had since leaving Noumea. As is apparently usual in the
mining sections of New Caledonia, it was taken for granted
that we had come to stay a week or ten days. Unfortunately9
we had to leave the same evening.
The manager urged me not to go into the mine as the
dampness would have a bad effect on my camera. I began
to understand then why the Dutch Government had for-
bidden the employment of Javanese labourers underground,
because of the risk of tuberculosis. In any case, with the two
hours at our disposal, it was impossible to make the trip to
the actual mine, and I had to be content to see the processing
end of the operations.
The ore is brought round the side of the mountain on a
level grade railway from the mine—to a point opposite the
processing plant. Here it is emptied into half ton tips—or
flying foxes. This ingenious arrangement consists of two sets
of double wires, one of which carries the full, the other the
empty truck. As long as there is an 8° fall the weight of the
full tip coming down pulls the empty one up, so that with two
tip trucks a continuous supply of ore is hurtling down from
the mine. With one man—or woman—at each end, the flying
fox can shift 100 to 150 tons of ore a day comfortably.
A Tonkinese woman, complete in white coat, black trousers
and immense mushroom shaped hat, stood at the receiving
end, and tipped the trucks into a hopper, which directed the
ore. on to a revolving sieve. The fine ore passed through to

